
The VaxServe® 
Partnership

You don’t see your patients as just patients.
You see them as more than that. You see them as what they are — your neighbors  
and even your friends. It’s this mutual trust and understanding, along with exceptional  
customer service, that you’ve built your business upon. 

Like you, VaxServe appreciates the importance of strong partnerships. It’s values  
like this one, which you instill through your day-to-day interactions with patients,  
that will strengthen our partnership with you. 
 
At VaxServe, we offer quality service and educational resources along with vaccines  
at a competitive price.



Working together has its advantages

We have the expertise

We’re dedicated to the success  
of your immunization campaign

To learn more about VaxServe, contact us at:  
1-800-752-9338, option 3

Our capability as an immunization solutions provider comes with 20 years of extensive experience as  
the largest non-hospital vaccine distributor in the United States. As a wholly-owned subsidiary of  
Sanofi Pasteur Inc., we’re backed by their decades of experience, heritage, reliability, and dependability. 

It’s because of this partnership and tenure in the flu vaccine market that we can help enhance the  
experience and provide age-specific vaccine options for your patients — all at competitive pricing. 

Our goal as a specialty distributor and solutions  
provider is to support your expansion of vaccination 
programs. For nearly two decades, we’ve successfully 
developed a range of tools and materials for pharmacy 
immunization programs, including:
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We want to help grow  
your business
One of the best ways to expand your business  
is by growing the relationships you have with your 
patients. We aim to provide you with the tools  
you need to do this by:

• Helping to increase both adult and adolescent  
immunization rates

• Working with you to create a year-round  
immunization program

• Providing you with clinical and operational  
support for your immunization program

• Delivering patient and staff education  
materials, reminder/recall tools, and support  
for navigating the evolving role of community 
pharmacy

$
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• Influenza

• Travel

• Tdap

• Immunizations focusing  
on seniors, adolescents,  
and pediatrics

We simplify ordering and  
implementation
We understand your number one priority is  
maintaining relationships with your patients, which  
is why we’ve streamlined the vaccine ordering  
process to make it as simple as possible.  
We’re able to assist you whenever you need help.
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